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Superhero
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Office Number
405.285.0348

Fax Number
866.785.9682

Email Address
info@tandsgo.com
tim@tandsgo.com

Address
1800 Canyon Park Circle, Suite 404

Edmond, OK 73013

Mailing Address
PO Box 1478

Edmond, OK 73083

I’ve no clue if this ebook will be helpful to you or not, and even if it is, I don’t 
know whether you would be interested in any of our services at T&S or not.

On the off chance that you do need to get in touch with us, feel free to do so 
using the information below.
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Part 1 - Four Search Engine Myths

If it's important to you that people can easily find you online, then where you 
rank in searches is important as well. You may be familiar with the term 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO). SEO is the way you can increase how 
highly you rank in online search engines.

Unfortunately, there's a lot of misinformation out there. Many of the online 
SEO tips were true once, but haven't worked for years. Others were never 
true. If you want to improve your search engine results, you probably don’t 
want to waste time on ineffective, outdated methods. Before we talk about 
what does work, let’s take a look at four myths about search engine 
rankings.

1. Descriptions & Keywords Are Important

Back when search engines first debuted, they didn't have the resources to 
scan entire web pages. Instead, they relied on special, hidden information. 
Two specific pieces of data they used were the meta description and meta 
keywords.
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However, by the mid 2000's, all signs indicated that those two things no 
longer had much impact. Then in 2009, both Google and Yahoo officially 
announced that meta keywords no longer impacted rankings.

As for the meta description, it's generally agreed that its effect on rankings 
is minimal, if it has any effect at all. However, search engines will still 
occasionally display it just below the title in the result, so it's still a good idea 
to invest a little time in it.

2. The More Traffic You Get, The Better

Many believe the more traffic your website receives, the better you'll rank. 
Actually, that doesn't technically affect your ranking. By default, in fact, 
search engines don't have access to your website's traffic information.

The search engines know when someone clicks on your website in the 
results they show, of course. But in general, increasing traffic to your 
website doesn't impact your ranking.

Often, though, more traffic means more people sharing a link to your 
website. And links pointing back to your site do have an impact on your 
ranking.

3. You Only Have To Optimize Your Site Once

Simply put, optimizing your site for search engines means setting it up the 
best way possible for them to scan. Years ago, when the internet was more 
static because of the specialized knowledge needed, websites weren't 
updated as often as they should be now.
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As a result, one-time search engine optimization, or SEO, could have a long 
lasting effect. That's no longer the case.

Now, that specialized knowledge isn't required for simply updating the 
content on your site. And search engines have adjusted to that change, 
preferring sites that are being updated on a frequent, regular basis.

4. Ongoing Minor Tweaks To Your Site Are Enough

In the early days of the internet, the search engines only knew you were 
updating your website. They couldn't tell to what extent, so even minor 
tweaks done on an ongoing basis helped.

Search engines are much more sophisticated now. They know the 
difference between a minor tweak and a major addition. The sites that make 
significant ongoing additions to their content are now the ones that rank 
higher.

What Works?

What actually does work is creating content your website visitors will find 
useful, and publishing it on a regular basis. Whether you do that on your 
own or hire an online marketing company to help is up to you. But be sure 
to invest your time, money, and other resources in highly useful content.

Just like anywhere else, if you hear search engine promises that sound too 
good to be true, they probably are. With a few of the more popular SEO 
myths out of the way, let’s look at some of the ways you can effectively 
increase your website’s SEO.
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Part 2 - Can Your Ideal Customer Find You?

Initially, I debunked four search engine myths. Now you can start from the 
ground up to improve your business’s SEO.

Having a high Search Engine Ranking assumes that people are looking for 
you (or services like yours). If you've ever searched for your organization 
online, you probably found it, and so you aren't too concerned about 
whether your potential clients can also find you.

But did you search the right way?

If you've ever searched for your business or nonprofit online, chances are 
good that you used your organization's name. If someone has never heard 
of you, but is looking for your type of organization, they won't know what 
your name is.
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Instead, put yourself in the mindset of the person you would ideally want to 
find you. What would they search for?

If you're a dentist, they might search for "dentist Edmond," "where is the 
closest dentist," or "get cavities filled in Edmond."

If you run a charitable nonprofit that helps the poor with necessities, they 
might search for "free clothes," "assistance with Edmond bills," or "where 
can I get free groceries in Edmond."

If you run a CPA office, they could be searching for, "CPA in Edmond," 
"where can I get my taxes prepared," or even, "help with IRS trouble."

Of course, those may not be the phrases your ideal customer would use, 
even if one of those is your industry. Think of what your absolute best 
customer would use when searching for you.

Have a phrase in mind? Pull up Google, type in that phrase, and see if 
you're on the first page. If not, check the second page.

The point is, see if you're happy with where you are. If not, it may be time to 
do something!

If you want to improve where you show up in the list—your Search Engine 
Ranking—you can perform some one-time activities, and some recurring 
activities.

One-time activities can be performed just once, or at least just once in a 
while. That includes things like making sure your website is coded in a 
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search engine friendly manner, and has text that reflects what your ideal 
customer would search for. It also includes making sure you have a 
presence on a variety of social media sites.

Recurring activities include things like writing helpful blog articles and social 
media updates on a regular basis, as well as making sure your website's 
setup behind the scenes is kept up-to-date.

Some of the one-time activities can be done without the recurring activities, 
and some of the recurring activities can be done without the one-time 
activities. Of course, the most benefit comes from doing both, and from 
doing the recurring activities on a consistent schedule.
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Finally, you have to 
remember that doing those 
activities rarely has an 
immediate effect. It takes 
some time for Google to 
update your Search Engine 
Ranking.

So if you haven't already, put 
yourself in the mindset of 
your ideal customer, then 
search. Are you happy with 
where you show up? If not, 
what are you going to do 
about it? Decide if it's worth 
investing time, money, both, 
or neither.
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Part 3 - One-time Activities to Help Your
Search Engine Ranking
So you’ve put yourself in your potential customer’s mindset, searching for 
yourself online using phrases he or she would. Did you like what you found?

If you were not happy with the results, I mentioned that there were both 
one-time and recurring activities you could do. Let's take a look at the 
one-time activities first. While they don't have the long-lasting effect they 
used to, they're still a good use of your time.

For one-time activities, you need to look at how well your website is set up 
for search engines. Two things matter:

1. The setup behind the scenes

2. The text on your website

For better or worse, you'll probably have 
to have a web professional look at the 
setup behind the scenes to see how well 
your site is set up there. Often, a lot of that 
can be seen without any special access, 
meaning the professional doesn't have to 
have any usernames or passwords. They can just pull it up on their 
computer and look at some of the code.

Sometimes the website can be salvaged if the setup isn't terrible. Other 
times, it's less of an investment just to start over again and get a new 
website.
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When worrying about the text on your website, you want to think of the 
words and phrases that your ideal person would use when searching for 
you online, then make sure they're in your website. That's called optimizing 
your text for those phrases.

To avoid guessing, you might find a Keyword Research Tool online. You 
can then enter some phrases and words you thought your ideal customer 
would use, and it will give you information on those phrases and other 
related phrases.

The information will likely include data like roughly how many people are 
searching for each phrase and how tough the competition is for that phrase 
in search engines. You also have to take into account how well the phrase 
would fit your ideal customer.

Looking at those three factors, you can narrow down which phrases you 
want to optimize your website for.

Then the tricky part is to sprinkle those phrases throughout your site in a 
way that still sounds natural when someone's actually reading the text. Too 
few, and you won't show up any higher in the search engine listings. Too 
many, and your site's text will sound unnatural, and could even get 
blacklisted from the search engine results.

This may sound overwhelming to you. The good news is you don't have to 
do this very often, especially if you're also doing recurring activities. So if 
you think it's worth the investment, look into hiring a professional to help 
with this step.
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Part 4 - Recurring Search Engine Activities on
Your Website

If you’re still with me so far, you've read search engine myths, learned how 
your ideal customer is looking for you, and discovered some one-time 
activities that can help your search engine ranking.

While all of those are important, the most powerful results come from taking 
that information and engaging in recurring activities. Just like dieting and 
exercising, you get the best results when you are active on a consistent, 
ongoing basis.

Remember, the search engines are looking to match content with people 
who are looking for that content. So your ongoing activity should involve a 
lot of writing and publishing content.

The most important place you should publish content is on your website. 
That's where you have the most control of the environment. If your website 
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is set up well, and you pair that with consistently updated content, your 
search engine ranking will rise over time.

What kind of content do you need to publish? In today's online ecosystem, 
blog articles are the best type of content. The content in those articles 
needs to fit all of the following requirements.

Useful to your audience

To know if your article is useful, use the acronym P.I.E.: Promotional, 
Informational, and Entertaining. The rule of thumb is that your blog articles 
should mostly be Informational to be useful to your audience. And if you 
think a given article is Informational, but it's mostly information about your 
organization, it's actually Promotional.

Quality writing

To make sure you are sharing quality writing, have other professionals you 
know and trust read your blog articles on a periodic basis, and give you 
honest feedback. If you're like many other business owners and 
professionals, this may be the most challenging requirement. If your writing 
isn't as good as you would like, it may be time to hire an outside person or 
organization to help.

Fit what your target market is looking for

To make sure the articles fit what your audience is looking for, just follow 
the practices I outlined in the section about how your ideal customer is 
looking for you. Put yourself in their mindset, searching as if you've never 
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heard of you or your organization. Then make sure you write articles that fit 
those topics.

Updated on a consistent frequency

For frequency, I recommend a minimum of once a month. On the high end, 
once a week seems to be the most often that someone can write articles if 
it's not their primary job function. So if you're the one running your business 
and also blogging, the most you can probably keep up with is weekly.

Decent length

For length, a good rule of thumb is 300 - 600 words. But it's okay to go a 
little shorter or quite a bit longer, as long as long as you're sufficiently 
covering the topic you're writing about. Don't add fluff just to make it 300 
words. And if it's much longer than you'd like, consider splitting it into 
multiple articles.

Blogging on a regular basis can be quite a bit of work, but can greatly help 
your ranking in the search engines. You will have to decide if it's worth the 
investment of time for you. Of course, you may decide to have a 
professional help you on an ongoing basis to get the most consistent 
results.
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Part 5 - Recurring Search Engine Activities on
Other Websites
So far, you’ve learned a lot about search engine optimization, or SEO, that 
can help you show up better in search engine results. In this final 
installment, you'll learn some things you can do that are ongoing, but are 
not on your own website.

Social Media Updates

Make sure that you have a presence on the major social networks, and are 
posting updates on a regular basis. To streamline your efforts, sign up for a 
service like HootSuite, where you can schedule your updates ahead of 
time.

Currently, HootSuite integrates with several services. The following are the 
ones I would recommend you have a presence on, and use HootSuite to 
update:

 Facebook Page
 Twitter Account
 LinkedIn Page
 Google+ Page
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Google+ is a must from an SEO standpoint, 
even if you don't have a big following there. 
The reason is simple: It's owned by Google, 
and Google views activity there differently 
than it does activity elsewhere.



Long Form Content

There are websites that will let you post longer-form content. If those 
websites are reputable, posting original content there that you don't have 
elsewhere can be beneficial.

Consider the following: 

LinkedIn Post (as opposed to an update) 
Guest blog for an organization in a related industry 
Medium.com 
Tumblr.com 

Warning: It's extremely risky to share the same long form content on 
multiple websites. Google views that as "duplicate content," and may 
actually penalize you for it.

Sticking to a Schedule

A consistent publishing schedule is key to any SEO strategy. For many, 
what makes the most sense is to sit down once a month, write out all your 
content, and schedule it to go up ahead of time. That method lets you write 
it once a month, but schedule it out as often as multiple times a day, 
depending on the platform.

As far as SEO goes, the more often you update the better. But in reality, I 
have found that for social media, twice a day usually balances the benefit 
with the reality of having to write all those updates. For longer articles, 
anywhere from once a month to once a week can provide benefit.
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And remember, even if your goal is to rank higher in the search engine 
results, people will read these as well. So make sure you don't go 
overboard with the promotional updates, or you'll sound like a commercial. 
And in your social media, link to other websites as well to share helpful 
information—assuming that establishing yourself as a trustworthy expert is 
another of your goals.

The Best SEO Strategy

The best SEO strategy will include everything we've talked about. You 
certainly can do one-time activities, or recurring activities just on your site, 
or just on social media, but by combining those with the proper research 
and planning, you truly get the most benefit possible.
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a Week
52 WEEKS OF

BUSINESS BLOGGING TOPICS

STRUGGLING
TO COME UP WITH A BLOGGING TOPIC

ON A REGULAR BASIS?

This book contains 52 weeks of blogging 
topics that can be applied to your 
business or organization.

They're suitable for any business or 
nonprofit that wants to blog.

Blog a Week is here to help!

Ready to buy?
Awesome! Among other places, Blog a Week is currently available in print 

through Amazon.com. 

Buy now at blogaweek.com.

blogaweek.com
http://a.co/a6xlB5n


Need a speaker?

Connect with us online

Still need help?

Want more helpful info?

Frustrated because you need to find a speaker for your 
event? We speak about online marketing to groups of a few 
hundred down to smaller groups like rotary clubs.

If you want to see if we might be a good fit for you, visit us 
online.

Done reading this, but still frustrated with having to do it all on your own? While we’re 
not a good fit for everyone, but it’s possible we may be able to help. Contact us to see 
if it’s worth a conversation.

tandsgo.com/contact • 405.285.0348

tandsgo.com/speaking

Frustrated with marketing online, and need advice? Sign up for our weekly, free email 
newsletter.

tandsgo.com/newsletter

tandsgo.com/linkedin

tandsgo.com/facebook

tandsgo.com/twitter

tandsgo.com/youtube

tandsgo.com/googleplus

tandsgo.com/pinterest

tandsgo.com/instagram

http://tandsgo.com/speaking
http://tandsgo.com/contact
http://tandsgo.com/newsletter
http://tandsgo.com/facebook
http://tandsgo.com/twitter
http://tandsgo.com/linkedin
http://tandsgo.com/googleplus
http://tandsgo.com/instagram
http://tandsgo.com/pinterest
http://tandsgo.com/youtube


How We Help

Websites Social Media Email Newsletters

Blogs

Embarrassed by your current 
website? Do you run a non-profit or 

business without a website? We 
have many ways to help transform 
the look of your business, and a 

website is just the beginning!

Frustrated with the time needed to 
effectively use social media? Afraid 
yours may not be set up correctly? 

Need help with social media 
management? Our social media 

services may be a great fit for you!

Confused how to establish expertise 
with a blog? Struggling to blog on a 

consistent basis? Find writing 
painful, but believe blogging can be 
beneficial? We have your blogging 

solution!

Overwhelmed with the time it takes 
to consistently put an email 

newsletter out? Concerned your 
email newsletter looks cluttered or 
unprofessional? We can manage 

your newsletter, or get you started.

Online Videos

Fearful you’re missing out by not 
utilizing videos in your digital 

marketing? Worried that you can’t 
afford ongoing video marketing? We 

have a variety of video options to 
choose from!

Search Engine Optimization

Frustrated that your website is 
ranking low in searches, or not 

receiving enough traffic? Our SEO 
services will help your website move 

up the list of search results on 
popular search engine sites.

Our Other Services

Mobile
Websites

Identity
& Print

Website
Management

Website
Hosting

Local
SEO

SpeakingConsulting &
Training

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

405.285.0348
WWW.TANDSGO.COM

http://tandsgo.com

